Fall Practice Once Again For Lacrosse Team

Tucker Reinstates Autumn Week After Two Year Lapse To Aid Players

Dave Mathias Assistant Coach

For the first time in three years, the lacrosse team is prepared to start the fall practice. Coach Tom Tucker is looking forward to a full team at the goal field. In order to put the new men over, Coach Tucker is using the whole team to keep to the veteran in trim. The practice should start this coming week, also, so that Coach Tucker and Assistant Coach Dave Mathias, '25, a graduate of the Olin School, may get a line on the ability of the newcomers.

Four of the six returning men on the old Yarmouth team are back this year and are making the first moves of the new team. For this reason Coach Tucker has not scheduled any practice matches, but will work as a team. The new team will face the old team in a match on 35 inches in diameter, and yet the rope is fastened is approximately 14 inches in diameter, and yet the rope is fastened.

The Tech sports page is divided into six sections: results, opinions, commentary, entertainment, school news, and miscellaneous. The results section contains the latest news on all sports, including basketball, football, and baseball. The opinions section offers the views of the editors on various sports-related topics. The commentary section contains articles on the history and culture of sports, while the entertainment section features reviews of recent sporting events. The school news section highlights the latest happenings at Yale University, while the miscellaneous section includes a variety of sports-related content, such as puzzles and games.

The Tech sports page also includes a special section dedicated to the history of sports at Yale University. This section features articles on the evolution of sports at the university, as well as interviews with former athletes and coaches. Additionally, there is a section dedicated to the alumni of Yale University, featuring updates on their latest achievements and successes. The Tech sports page also includes a calendar of upcoming sporting events, as well as a database of sports-related events that have taken place at Yale University in the past.

In conclusion, the Tech sports page offers a comprehensive and engaging overview of the sports scene at Yale University, providing readers with a wealth of information and insights into the world of sports. Whether you're a sports enthusiast or simply interested in keeping up with the latest news and events, the Tech sports page is the perfect resource for you.